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Abstract: While other sectors are already decreasing CO2 emissions in Europe, transport is the only sector with emissions still rising. Aviation
in particular is the elephant in the room. Despite COVID-19, reductions in the demand for flights are not in sight, with expected annual
growth rates of 3% in the next decades and only weak international regulations installed to bend the emissions curve.
Sustainable Aviation Fuels (SAFs) offer the potential to drastically reduce the CO2 emissions of aviation. But at what price does this CO2

reduction come? In this research project, we assess the future costs of SAFs via a cost optimization of future production sites dependent on
the potential of on-shore wind and solar power in European countries. Due to its high potential, off-shore wind power will also be included in
the future. Our findings provide guidance for policy-makers and the industry regarding their strategies towards an effective supply of SAFs.
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If you are interested in learning more about the modelling assumptions, underlying costs data, etc., please contact the corres-
ponding author. Note that the presented figures are preliminary findings and may change for different assumptions on costs, 
efficiencies, land availability, etc. More thoroughly assessed findings will be published in 2021.
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1. A pan-European SAF production strategy promises high cost reductions compared to the domestic supply of each country’s own demand.
2. Some countries will benefit as future exporters of SAFs, Switzerland is likely to be a net importer of SAFs.
3. The future SAF demand will create a high, additional demand for renewable electricity in the future.
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Abbrev.: DAC = Direct Air Capture of CO2, PEMEL = Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Electrolysis, FT = Fischer-Tropsch

SAF Production Pathways: Size and operation of each component is optimized per evaluation point.

SAF production costs in EUR/liter in 2030, w./o. considering land availability constraints 
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Country-comparison

Total European SAF production cost curve
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Fossil jet fuel: 
~0.4 EUR/liter

*) Switzerland can only satisfy its own    demand in the case where croplands are included.

Lower costs, if shrublands, sparsely vege-
tated land, & croplands are available.

Higher costs, if croplands are excluded.
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EU27+UK+EFTA’s fuel demand in 2018: ~70 bn. lt.

SAF production cost 
curve (incl. croplands)

SAF production cost 
curve (excl. croplands)


